Clarion
List of topics

1) Should death penalty be applicable on gross crimes?
2) Is total equality of society only a dream or a possibility in the near future?
3) Is it right for India to still call itself secular in today's world?
4) Just like America, we too should build a wall to keep away Pakistan.
5) Collectivism ought to be preferred over Individualism
6) Is exploring space worth our time and resources?
7) Should juveniles be tried and punished like adults?
8) Is Eugenics moral and should we strive to artificially evolve our species?
9) Should humans get involved to save a species from extinction?
10) Is the ESRB currently even relevant?
11) Are social media sites just a sophisticated means of stalking people?
12) Perceiving from a scientific and moral perspective, is it right for us to try and
terraform other planets?
13) Batman and Superman are misleading idols
14) Are beauty pageants just a means of objectifying women?
15) Co Ed schools provide more scope for growth than same sex schools
16) Are schools and colleges preparing children to tackle real world problems?
17) Nuclear energy: Boon or Bane?
18) Should torture be encouraged as a means to retrieve sensitive information from
criminals?
19) Abolishing article 377 of the Indian constitution would do more harm than good.
20) Swach Bharat will always remain a dream.
21) Should prisoners be allowed to vote?
22) Should Marijuana be legalized?
23) Humans slowly becoming too dependent on computers
24) Is animal testing justified?
25) Should homework be banned
26) Money is the root cause of evil in this world.
27) Should the viewers of people like Om Prakash and Dhinchak Pooja be blamed for
their rise to stardom?
28) Indians have a poetic view on issues rather than a practical one.
29) Examinations are a necessary evil.
30) Humans are not insignificant beings in the universe.

